Directions to PicoQuant

PICOQUANT

Traveling to Berlin - Adlershof
Via airport Berlin Schönefeld (SXF)
The most comfortable way to get to PicoQuant is to take a flight to airport Berlin Schönefeld (SXF), which is located very close to PicoQuant.
A taxi ride from SXF takes approx.10 -20 minutes and costs about 15-20 €. Going by public transportation will take about 20 to 30 minutes. Please find
your best connection here: http://www.fahrinfo-berlin.de
(You have to select from: “Flughafen Schönefeld Terminal (Airport)” to: “Adlershof (Berlin) (S)” or “Magnusstr. (Berlin)”.)
Via airport Berlin Tegel (TXL)
Most flights to Berlin go to airport Tegel (TXL) which is located in the north-west of Berlin, in about 30 km distance to PicoQuant.
A taxi ride from TXL takes approx. 30 to 55 minutes and costs about 50-55 €. Going by public transportation requires at least 2 changes and will take
more than 70 minutes. Please find your best connection here: http://www.fahrinfo-berlin.de
(You have to select from: “Flughafen Tegel (Airport) (Berlin)” to: “Adlershof (Berlin) (S)” or “Magnusstr. (Berlin)”.)

How to get from S-Bahn station “Adlershof” to PicoQuant
If you travel to Adlershof by public transportation and arrive at S-Bahnhof Adlershof, you can either walk the distance (about 10 minutes) or go 2 stations
by bus or tram to PicoQuant.
Walking: Walk through the railway bridge and follow the street 'Rudower Chaussee' approx. 900 m until you reach 'Magnusstraße'. Turn into
'Magnusstraße' and again on the next corner right into 'Kekuléstraße'. PicoQuant is located inside the first building on your left.
By public transport: Take either bus lines 162 or 164 or tram lines 60 or 61 and go two stops to 'Magnusstraße'. Turn into 'Magnusstraße', and again
the next corner right into 'Kekuléstraße'. PicoQuant is located inside the first building on your left.
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